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The website  
Soms Ook Heimwee was launched in 2014 when Yannick left on a 

solo trip to South-East Asia and Australia.

What started as a blog to keep his mom up to date quickly grew into a  
professional travel blog with a big focus on photography. Soms Ook Heimwee 
attracts a growing audience of Belgian and Dutch travellers-to-be, with special 

attention for the little hearts and big doubters.



The name  
Soms Ook Heimwee literally means  

“Sometimes Homesick Too”.

When I left my comfortzone in Belgium, I didn’t know what to expect. Most of the blogs 
out there are filled with amazing pictures and dazzling stories, as if traveling is  

always easy. I also share the struggles, pains and tears in my quests of conquering the 
world. And yes, I still still feel homesick sometimes.  

This is how I motivate my readers to go out there and take their first steps. 



Focus  
 

Solo travelling
Photography

Storytelling



The author
Yannick is a 32 year old Belgian photographer,  

graphic designer and product manager. 

When Yannick is not photographing or travelling the world, he works as a product manager 
at web company madewithlove, making sure clients love their internet apps even better 

and helping developers step up their game.  
Next to that, Yannick has moved over 17 times, he is the coach of a  

womans soccerteam, loves pizza and meeting new people.



Some figures
Soms Ook Heimwee attracts 4,5k visitors on average per month, 

with peaks up to 10k in the most succesful months. 

Beginning of 2017, I started to invest in relationships, better SEO and website  
optimisation to attract a broader audiance. The results are paying off  

because my audiance is growing every month.

Around 10k pageviews/month 
100 subscribers

65% of visitors come from Belgium and 10% from the Netherlands
35% are returning visitors  

50% of my audiance is between 25 and 34 years old



Social Reach
3050 Instagram followers

2200+1000 Facebook followers
2075 Twitter followers 



These brands  
already trusted me

... and as you can see there is 
still an open spot here!













I hope to meet you soon
mail post@somsookheimwee.be

phone +32 474 74 26 95
social @yannickdepauw

website www.somsookheimwee.be

From Yannick, with love. 


